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THE FEAR AND HATE MINDSETS SURROUNDING THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY
OF
BARACK OBAMA
By Carl Warren, Sr. PhD

In the year of 2011 there still persist a historical culture of a malignancy cancerous condition
based on a fearful, hateful, and sickening and an all pervasive racist and class based greedy mindset
in America.
This destructive cultural mindset of America is a smaller reflection of the other capitalistic racial
and economic class based cultures throughout the world where imperialist colonialist and
neocolonialist systems have left their imprints or are leaving their footprints in the sands of time of
these places.
These mindsets are made very clear when it comes to the most recent so-called “Tea Party” or
the White back lashing revolutionary groups and other similar right-wing terrorist organizations which
persist in demanding “by any means necessary” the return of America to them.
This fearful and hateful mindset was made very clear when several groups of the revolutionary
terrorist brigade in the United States Congress were willing to endorse and risk multiple imperialistic
and illegitimate or illegal wars in asserting corporate dominance for the new “world order.”
These racist terrorist members of the U.S. Congress who refused to negotiate in “good faith”
were willing to risk the economic and civil destruction of America’s “economic well being” in
reestablishing white’s racial superiority, white supremacy and white dominance in America and all
over the world.
This racial superior mindset based on racial hate is made very clear when the U.S.
Constitution has been neutralized by fear and uncertainties resulting from many years of very bad
expedient imperialistic and domestic policies that have led to expedient wars for corporate greed.
These bad hateful policies have resulted in foreign and domestic enemies being created by
corporation’s activities via the pretext of protecting America’s National Security exploitation policies.
These “capitalist created” enemies have successfully brought the hellish war havoc they were
experiencing in their countries to the soil of the United States of America.
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Again, these “capitalist policies” created enemies that were nurtured and created by corporate
greedy interests under the guise of America’s “National Interests” and “National Security.” The
corporate created enemies engaged in the bombing of the September 11th New York “two towers”
destruction and the bombing of other major U.S. targets, by using airplanes and other means at their
disposal.
This fearful and hateful imperialist greedy mindset has been made very clear by every United
States President since Dwight D. Eisenhower. President Eisenhower warned America in his existing
Presidential speech of the corruptive corporative forces that were then and are still manipulating and
capturing the American Presidency, the United States Congress and the United States Supreme
Court, which he called then the “Military Industrial Complex.”
President Dwight D. Eisenhower warning clearly resonates in showing how every U.S.
President since his dreadful and prophetic warning has been “carrying out the corporate policies and
corporate agendas of Corporate America in the name of capitalistic imperialism expediency, and
national security.”
The United States Presidential Administrations of President John F. Kennedy; President
William Jefferson Clinton, and even today’s President Barack Hussein Obama have not been any
different from the obvious Republican Presidents who are and have been historically recognized as
the un-bashful “Elitist Puppets” for Corporate America.
History shows that only Democrat President Jimmy Carter tried to represent the true interest of
all Americans, especially the interests of the poor and disenfranchised Americans, rather than being a
tool of imperialist corporate capitalist America.
History shows how the Central Intelligence Agency, [CIA]; the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
[FBI] and segments of the Military with the Corporate Media turned against President Jimmy Carters
and his Administration which destroyed any chances for him to be reelected. But, despite such
obstacles President Jimmy Carter persisted in doing the right things for all Americans.
This hateful, greedy and fearful mindset is made very clear when a very well financed and tight
knitted organized group in Congress under the flag of the Tea Party asserted itself in capturing and
destroying many aspects of President Obama healthcare and economic agenda. This well organized
revolutionary conservative faction came together and asserted themselves to the point of persisting
and sticking to their “guns” in their efforts of taking back America by any means necessary.
These Tea Party Extremists Marauders were very successful in achieving goals that benefitted
themselves and benefitted their rich and powerful corporate benefactors, while clearly hurting
disenfranchised blacks, poor people and the other most vulnerable “very young” and “elderly
Americans.”
This hateful, greedy and fearful mindset is still being made very clear when the present
Presidential Administration still engage in broad stroking strategies of “propaganda”, “misinformation”,
“disinformation” and “racial profiling.”
These ongoing hateful, greedy, and fearful imperialistic policies has been exposed as being
ongoing political tools by the present Obama administration for defending and justifying the ongoing
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federal government racist and “garrison like occupation attitudes and behaviors” in continuing to
systematically endorse and enforce previous administrations economic policies, prison interdiction
policies; immigration policies; weed and seed policies; and housing dispersing policies that continue
to aide in the suppressing of political and voting rights of blacks and other disenfranchised
Americans.

The frightening and ambition mindset of President Hussein Obama is made very clear when
his obvious public silence, and his ineffective encouraging words to blacks and poor people to be
patient is perceived as a joke for most affected individuals and groups.
Many of President Obama supporters have perceived that he has been saying one thing about
hope and patience while the very harsh immigration policies, “RICO” Law and Order policies, and
Greedy Forfeitures policies and other abuses have continued to have extraordinary and very adverse
impacts on Blacks, Hispanics, and other disenfranchise poor people.
Many of President Obama black supporters feel that President Obama rhetoric has been all he
has done for them of empty form and no substance. Many blacks can’t see anything of real
substance for the poor and vulnerable disenfranchised black supporters.
Many poor blacks has concluded that nothing has been done or is being publically done by him
or his Administration to end very high unemployment for them; extraordinary abuses by law
enforcement and excessive reintroduction of legal slavery via the judicial system; and many other
such cruel, harsh and inequitable policies being publically ignored for him and his administration.
Many poor and disenfranchised blacks feel that the ambitious mindset of President Obama is
what is primarily driving his policy positions. This belief is made very clear when nothing is being done
by him or his administration about the excessive and unfair life sentences or reacting of the 13th
Amendment enslaving sentencing guidelines and other abuses within the prison and judicial systems.
Many blacks strongly feel that as an Attorney and his inaction in addressing the 13 th
Amendment abuses he is in complicity in the racist regimes in America in recreating, maintaining and
perpetuating a prison industrial complex. Many blacks feel that when President Obama does not
speak out about such things he is either “going along to get along” in order to get reelected or he and
his advisors has surrendered to the phantom fear of a political “white back lash.”
Despite the obvious racism in America and the tirade of the Tea Party like groups, many
blacks have accepted that President Barack Obama’s citizenship, education, skin color and lifestyle
are what they are and he is a brilliant black man by any standards.
The issue and concern for poor and disenfranchised blacks is his failure to act in fulfilling his
implied obligations to his black constituents and to his other Hispanic and other Constituents. Many
blacks strongly feel that President Obama political “AWOL” when it comes to poor people isn’t any
different than some previous presidential administrations.
Many poor people strongly feel President Obama public inaction on policies that impact the
quality of life for poor and disenfranchised people has been and is a clear betrayal of the hope he
gave then when he espoused to them to trust him.
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President Obama commitment should have early on been and in the least right now become
absolutely of “doing the best job” he could as President Jimmy Carter did. I strongly believe President
Obama should not have opted to engage in his personal ambition and vanity in order for him being
reelected in 2012.
As an attorney President Obama seemed to have forgotten that if he would have committed
himself to the dreams, inspirations and aspirations of all his constituents and not submitted himself to
the rich and powerful his reelection would have been a “fail accompli.”
Many blacks’ supporters and other supporters strongly believe if President Obama had done
the right things early on in his Administration things would have been different for him in 2012. Many
supporters feel he would have been a sure bet to have been reelected.
Some very loyal supporters still feel if he will start doing the right things of addressing policies
that negatively impact his black constituents; publically speak up and speak out for poor people and
command his overall Administration to take aggressive actions against the injustices and inequalities
being suffered by many blacks and his other poor and disenfranchised constituents, his very loyal
supporters would be saying without any questions “Res Ipse Loquitur” about him and his
administration because his and their “diligence and his duty of care for all his constituents would
speak for itself”.
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